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The QCD axion with fa at an intermediate scale, 10
9 GeV ∼ 1012 GeV, seems in conflict with
the gravity spoil of global symmetries and may face the axionic domain wall problem. We point
out that the string compactifications with an anomalous U(1) gauge symmetry, allowing desirable
chiral matter spectra, circumvent these two problems simultaneously.
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I. INTRODUCTION
At present, it is a challenging issue to detect any cosmological hint of bosonic collective motion (BCM) [1]. The
QCD axion is the most studied pseudoscalar boson in this context. Firstly, it is designed to solve the strong CP
problem under the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry [2, 3]. But, only the weak interaction singlets are useful for this type
of the strong CP solution [4–6]. Then, for such ‘invisible axions’, their astrophysical effects have led to the following
three important constraints on the axion parameters: from the BCM energy density [7], axionic string and domain
wall networks [8], and the energy loss mechanism in big stars [9, 10],
109 GeV . fa . 10
12 GeV, NDW = 1, (1)
where fa is the axion decay constant and NDW is the domain wall number in the axion model.
From the theoretical perspective of fulfilling beyond-the-standard-model (BSM) completion of the Standard Model
(SM), the role of the SM singlets seems inevitable [4]. The simplest BSM is the grand unification (GUT) SU(5),
which needs at least one SM singlet in the Higgs field 24. In fact, that singlet was used for a GUT scale axion [11].
More importantly, ultra-violet completions of the SM have been tried in string compactification, where color and weak
interaction singlets are numerous in general.
In string theory, in addition to singlets from matter fields one must deal with the SM singlet fields from the 10
dimensional (10D) antisymmetric tensor gauge field BMN , where M,N ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 10}. The so-called Green-Schwaz
(GS) mechanism requires this to be realized toward a consistent anomaly-free 10D field theory [12]. Compactifying
the 10D string theory down to 4 dimensional (4D) Minkowski space, BMN splits into numerous singlets: to Bµν with
the Minkowski indices µ, ν ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and Bij with the internal indices i, j ∈ {5, 6, · · · , 10}. Bµν is the so-called
model-independent (MI) axion [13] and Bij is the model-dependent (MD) axion [14]. The relevant high energy scales
in string compactification are the string scale Ms ≈ 0.7× 1018 GeV, the GUT scale MGUT ≃ 2 × 1016 GeV, and the
gaugino condensation scale MΛG ≈ 1013 GeV or supersymmetry(SUSY) breaking scale FS ≃ M3ΛG/MP [15]. Among
these, the MI axion has a rather well-defined scale around fa ≈ 1015 GeV [16], but it is outside the constraint (1).
The upper bound on fa ≈ 1012 GeV in (1) should be clarified. Firstly, it is the value obtained from the assumption
that the Universe is closed by the QCD axion plus baryons. So, if there are additional components of dark matter,
the upper bound should be smaller than that. Second, it is obtained from the coefficient 〈a〉
fa
of the gluon anomaly
term {GαG˜α} ≡ (1/32π2)GαµνG˜αµν . But the value fa itself is not the vacuum expectation value (VEV), 〈σ〉, of the
SM singlet field σ, breaking the PQ symmetry. They are related by the domain wall number NDW: 〈σ〉 = NDWfa/
√
2
[8]. If NDW is large, 〈σ〉 can be closer to the GUT scale. Indeed, the QCD axion from string compactification can
give the values
√
2〈σ〉 ≫ fa [17, 18]. Third, the physical domain wall number is determined from the first guess by
modding out by the number of vacuum degeneracy [19, 20]. In this paper, we discuss the domain wall number related
to the MI axion Bµν and the spontaneously broken global symmetry U(1)anom.
2II. DOMAIN WALL NUMBER CONSTRAINT
The solution of the strong CP problem by the intermediate scale fa of (1), including the gravity effects, requires
that many low order terms in the (super)potential must be forbidden [21], which is a kind of fine-tuning. In this
regard, we point out that there arise numerous ‘approximate’ U(1) global symmetries in string compactification [22],
among which those cancelling many low order terms are possible candidates for the PQ symmetry toward the QCD
axion [23]. However, a still better candidate is an exact global symmetry for the QCD axion. This possibility is
provided by the MI axion Bµν [12, 13]. Bµν behaves like a gauge field under local transformation, and hence it may
be free from the gravity obstruction of global symmetries. Because only transverse fields are physical gauge fields,
the antisymmetric tensor Bµν contains physical massless components with the number of degrees (n − 2)!/2! = 1 in
4D. It is most easily seen by the field strength Hµνρ ≡ ∂[µBνρ] ≡ f ′aǫµνρσ∂µaMI with f ′a = MP/6
√
2 where the above
one transverse degree is expressed as the MI axion with the duality transformation. The original kinetic energy term
of Bµν becomes the kinetic energy term of aMI [16],
3k2
2g4φ2
HµνρH
µνρ → 1
2
∂2aMI , (2)
with [9]
faMI =
f ′a
8π2
=
MP
48
√
2π2
≃ 3.63× 1015 GeV. (3)
The Green-Schwarz mechanism gives the 4D equation of aMI [13],
∂2aMI = − 1
32π2 faMI
(
GaG˜a +W iW˜ i + · · ·
)
,
GαG˜α =
1
2
ǫµνρσGαµνG
α
ρσ, W
iW˜ i =
1
2
ǫµνρσW iµνW
i
ρσ , · · ·
(4)
where Gαµν (α = 1, 2, · · · , 8) and W iµν (i = 1, 2, 3) are the field strengths of gluon and SU(2)L fields in the SM, and · · ·
denotes other possible non-Abelian gauge fields and the U(1) fields. The GS mechanism gives the equation of motion
of aMI with exactly the same coefficient for all gauge (non-Abelian and properly normalized Abelian) anomalies as
implied in Eq. (4). The axion-photon-photon coupling follows the line of unification point because the MI axion
couples to all gauge anomalies universally as shown in Eq. (4) [24]. The value faMI was calculated at the order
≈ 3.6× 1015 GeV which is marked as the white square in the axion search plot of Fig. 1.
From Eq. (4), one can consider the following effective interaction of the MI axion with gluon fields,
LaMI =
1
2
∂µaMI∂µaMI − aMI
faMI
(
1
32π2
GαµνG˜
α,µν
)
(5)
which defines in fact the axion decay constant such that the coefficient of the anomaly term is a/fa [26]. The action S
due to the anomaly term is basically the Pontryagin index which is ±1 for the instanton solution of Belavin et al. [27].
Therefore, since the shift of aMI to aMI + 2πfaMI returns e
iS to its original value, the MI-axion vacuum returns to
itself. The question is how the other matter fields transform under this shift of aMI . Since there is no matter coupling
of aMI , the periodicity 2πfaMI is the periodicity in the full compactified theory. Thus, the domain wall number of
aMI is one, which was shown in Ref. [14]. Here, we present another proof that the domain wall number of aMI is
one.
A horizon scale cosmological string is created by the Kibble mechanism when a global U(1) symmetry is sponta-
neously broken [28]. What can be the corresponding source of string for the MI axion? The MI-axion does not have
the string configuration by the Kibble mechanism, but still the axionic string must result below the compactification
scale. The pure gauge configuration is the origin of MI-axionic string. It is the pure gauge function Λµ(x) making
Hµνρ gauge invariant under the gauge transformation. By mapping the axion field aMI to the azimuthal angle θ (in
the cylindrical polar coordinate) around the string, if the domain wall number of aMI is NDW(aMI) then the action
Eq. (4) returns to itself after the shift of aMI by aMI → aMI +2πNDW(aMI)faMI , i.e. the gluon coupling must have
the form
− aMI
NDW(aMI)faMI
(
1
32π2
GαµνG˜
α,µν
)
, (6)
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FIG. 1: The axion search plot in the plane of gaγ [ GeV
−1] = 1.57 · 10−10 caγγ vs. ma. Model lines are from [25, 26]. The MI
axion point, in case there is no gauge anomaly below the compactification scale, is shown as the white square (Ref. [16]) in the
upper left corner.
since the smallest Pontryagin index is defined to be ±1,
∫
d4x
(
1
32π2
GαµνG˜
α,µν
)
= ±1. (7)
In other words, if NDW(aMI) > 1, the action (6) does not return to itself for the shift aMI → aMI + 2π nfaMI for
n = {1, 2, · · · , NDW(aMI) − 1}. Thus, (6) describes the MI axion coupling if its domain wall number is NDW(aMI).
In this case, integration of Eq. (6) is
1
32π2
∫
d4xGαµνG˜
α,µν = NDW(aMI)faMI
∫
d4x∂µ∂µa = NDW(aMI)faMI
∫
d4x∂α
1
3!f ′a
ǫανρσ∂[σ Bνρ]
=
NDW(aMI)
3!8π2
∫
d4x∂αǫ
ανρσ∂[σ Bνρ],
(8)
where we used the relation (3). Let us perform the 4D integral (8) in the direct product space dz × dΩz where Ωz is
4the 3D surface orthogonal to z.1 The 4D Gauss theorem gives∫
d4x∂αΩα =
∫
d4x∂zΩz =
∫
d3xΩz, (9)
where in the Euclidian space, d3x = rdθdrdt = 12dθdtdr
2,
Ωz = ǫzνρσ∂
[σ Bνρ]. (10)
The gauge function symmetric around z-axis of 3D cylindrical polar coordinate, (r, θ, z), is
Λθ =
ξa3
(r2 + t2 + a2)2
, Λrθ =
−4ξa3r
(r2 + t2 + a2)3
, Λtθ =
−4ξa3t
(r2 + t2 + a2)3
,
∂tΛrθ =
24ξa3rt
(r2 + t2 + a2)4
, ∂rΛtθ =
24ξa3rt
(r2 + t2 + a2)4
,
(11)
ǫzµνρ∂[µΛνρ] = 2ǫ
ztrz 24ξa
3rt
(r2 + t2 + a2)4
=
48ξa3rt
(r2 + t2 + a2)4
. (12)
Integration of (12) over z × (3D spacial cylindrical coordinate) in the Euclidian space is
∫
dθ (
dt2
2
) (r2dr)
48ξa3
(r2 + t2 + a2)4
= 4
∫
dθ dt r2dr
[
− ξa
3
(r2 + t2 + a2)3
]∞
0
= 4
∫
dθ dr
ξa3r2
(r2 + a2)3
=
∫
dθ
πξ
4
. (13)
Thus, from Eq. (8),
1 =
∣∣∣∣ 132π2
∫
d4xGαµνG˜
α,µν
∣∣∣∣ = NDW(aMI)3!8π2
∣∣∣∣
∫
dz
∫
dΩz ǫzνρσ∂
[σ Bνρ]
∣∣∣∣→
∫
dθ
NDW(aMI)
3!(2π)(4π)
πξ
4
. (14)
Eq. (14) is satisfied for the azimuthal angle shift θ → θ + 2π in the cylindrical coordinate. Thus, ξ is chosen as
96/NDW(aMI). NDW(aMI) is defined as the period aMI → aMI + 2πNDW(aMI)faMI . But, as mentioned before,
the mapping aMI → θ requires the shift aMI → aMI + 2πfaMI . Thus, we determine NDW(aMI) = 1, and the MI
axion domain wall is attached to the string, which is a superstring [14], decided by the gauge function Λθ. When
the Universe cools down below the MI axion scale faMI , this class of gauge functions, continuously connected to the
above Λθ, leads to a consistent string-wall system. For other classes of gauge functions, consistent string-wall systems
are not derived from superstrings which were originally present above T > faMI .
The axion decay constant faMI of Eq. (3) is consistent with the domain wall number 1 of the MI axion. The axion
mass corresponding to faMI is marked as the white square in Fig. 1. The coupling caγγ shown in the vertical axis is
the unification point because the MI axion couples to all gauge anomalies with the same coefficient [24].
III. NDW WITH ANOMALOUS U(1)anom BELOW COMPACTIFICATION SCALE
The MI axion discussed in Sec. II applies when it survives as a physical degree below the compactification scale. In
the compactification of the heterotic E8 × E8′ string, some U(1) subgroups of E8 × E8′ survive down to low energy.
With respect to the surviving low energy fermions, if all these U(1) subgroups do not have any gauge anomaly, then
the MI axion is a good candidate for the QCD axion with the coupling marked as the white square in Fig. 1.
However, it was pointed out that there arise situations where the compactification process introduces an anomalous
U(1)anom gauge symmetry at low energy [29]. Indeed, explicit models were found to realize such a situation [17, 18, 30].
If there arises such an anomalous gauge symmetry U(1)anom, it must be a fictitious anomalous U(1). The way the
transverse degrees of U(1)anom are removed is by absorbing the MI axion as its longitudinal degree, (∂
µ)aMIA
anom
µ ≡
(1/Mc)ǫ
µνρσAanomµ Hνρσ, and the dynamical degree aMI is removed.
2 The removed U(1)anom gauge boson mass is
1 Even though the heterotic string is closed, we can consider a large cosmological string. Putting a point of the large string at origin, we
can consider an almost straight line along the z axis.
2 In gauge theory, the Higgs mechanism gives the gauge boson mass as
M2
A
2
(Aµ − ∂µa/v)2 =
M2
A
2
(Aµ)2 +
M2
A
2v2
(∂µa)2 − (MA/v)
2Aµ∂µa.
So, the presence of mixing term removes the kinetic energy term of a and the coefficient in the mixing term is the gauge boson mass.
5∝ faMI where the coefficient is ≈ (compactification scale/string scale). Thus, the gauge symmetry U(1)anom is not
present at low energy, and the original superconducting superstring present above T > faMI loses the domain wall and
becomes just superstring without superconductivity because it lost the domain wall in which the gauge charges flew.
Since the U(1)anom gauge boson does not appear at low energy, its effects in the effective interaction of low energy
Lagrangian is through the non-renormalizable terms suppressed by the anomalous gauge boson mass MA. Originally
the matter fields carried U(1)anom charges, and they are assigned with the same charges again below the scale MA.
These newly defined charges are now the charges of a new global symmetry U(1)Γ because the gauge boson is removed.
The superpotential terms do not involve the space-time derivatives and hence respect the new global symmetry U(1)Γ.
The U(1)Γ is broken by the gauge anomaly and hence can be a good candidate for a PQ symmetry with fa determined
by the VEV of σ. Then, the cosmological string is expected to be created along the conventional wisdom. In our
case, the original superstring which has lost the domain wall becomes the cosmological string with the new domain
wall(s) attached to the string by the new global symmetry U(1)Γ, which will be cosmologically realized at the QCD
scale. The gauge anomalies of U(1)Γ are calculated in [17, 18]. The interactions mediated by the heavy U(1)anom
gauge bosons also respect the U(1)Γ symmetry since the matter fields have the same charges under U(1)anom and
U(1)Γ. Thus, the VEV 〈σ〉 = fa/
√
2 gives the green line in the caγγ vs. ma plane of Fig. 1, and the cosmologically
interesting region around fa = 10
10 − 1011 GeV is allowed from string compactification.
In models with a PQ-charged singlet field σ added in the minimal supersymmetric SM (σMSSM), the SM fields do
not couple to σ at the renomalizable level. The lowest order coupling of the SM fields to σ is the d = 4 superpotential
term [31, 32],
W =
1
M
HuHd σ
2 (15)
which is basically the interlocking relation between the global charges of the intermediate scale and the electroweak
scale, and its coupling to photon lies on the green line in Fig. 1. Now, we discuss two important cosmological aspects
of the axion from U(1)Γ which is called ‘aΓ’ in this paper.
Raising the VEV of σ: Let us remind the examples studied in Refs. [17, 18]. The smallest Γ quantum number of [17]
is 1 and the coefficient of (g23/32π
2)GαG˜α is 120. In principle, there can be a σ whose Γ quantum number is 120.
However, there is no such Γ in the tables of quarks and doublets of [17] as large as 120, and are at most of order
O(10). Thus, we expect that the VEV σ may not be raised as large as by the factor of 120. The singlet charges are
not listed, but there will be no σ with Γ = 120.
In another calculation [18] with the model of [33], many Γ quantum numbers of the matter fields are relatively
prime with the coefficient 6984 of (g23/32π
2)GαG˜α. In Ref. [18] also, the neutral singlets are not listed. However,
we can discuss what is expected there, assuming that the Γ quantum numbers of neutral singlets behave similarly as
the charged singlets. If the Γ quantum number n of σ is relatively prime with 6984, then the domain wall number
is n. The largest Γ quantum number among charged singlets, dividing 6984, is –72 [24]. If σ has Γ = −72, then the
domain wall number is 97. In any case, there seems to be the domain wall problem. But, the largest possible VEV
of σ can be as large as 103 × faΓ since there are singlets, carrying such a large Γ quantum numbers. In that case, for
faΓ ≈ 1011 GeV, the VEV of σ can be about 1014 GeV.
Domain wall number: Even though the VEV of σ can be closer to the GUT scale, the domain wall problem is not
solved. It has been known that the physical domain wall number must be modded out by the degeneracy in families
unified GUTs [19, 20]. Our case does not belong here. But it is the case envisioned first in Ref. [17] where the
Goldstone boson direction identifies different vacua. Originally, we had the MI axion aMI and at low energy there is
the new axion aΓ. There are two field directions aMI and aΓ. Their couplings to the gluon anomaly are
1
32π2
GαG˜α
(
aMI
faMI
+
aΓ
fΓ
)
(16)
with the periodicities
aMI → 2π(1)faMI
aΓ → 2π(NΓ)faΓ
(17)
where their domain wall numbers 1 and NΓ are shown. From Eq. (16), the QCD axion is the combination [16]
aMI
faMI
+
aΓ
fΓ
=
fΓaMI + faMIaΓ√
f2aMI + f
2
Γ
−→ aΓ in the limit of fΓ ≪ faMI , (18)
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FIG. 2: The QCD axion potential from U(1)anom. For n(aΓ) = 3, the vacua are marked with bullets, triangles and squares.
The direction of aΓ is skeched by a lavender curve, and the direction of aMI is skeched by green curves. The Goldstone boson
direction is the flat valley, and all the ridges are the QCD axion potential, and they are the same ones.
and the Goldstone boson direction is
faMIaMI − fΓaΓ√
f2aMI + f
2
Γ
−→ aMI in the limit of fΓ ≪ faMI . (19)
In fact, the longitudinal degree(≈ aMI) of the anomalous gauge boson is the Goldstone boson direction. The first-
glance domain wall number of aΓ seems to be NΓ. But, the longitudical direction of the anomalous gauge boson, aMI ,
identifies all the NΓ vacua of aΓ. Thus, the domain wall number of aΓ is one.
The QCD axion potential from spontaneously broken U(1)anom global symmetry is shown in Fig. 2 for n(aΓ) = 3.
Two orthogonal axes of aΓ and aMI are marked as the lavender and green curves, respectively. Three different aΓ
vacua are marked with bullets, triangles and squares. For the aMI vacua, the red and blue bullets describe the same
vacuum since NDW(aMI) = 1. In the second valley, the blue bullet is connected to the red triangle by the Goldstone
boson (the longitudinal direction of the anomalous U(1) gauge boson) shift, Eq. (19). Thus, one can identify the red
bullet and the red triangle, which were originally considered to be different aΓ vacua, are in fact identical. In this
way, one can identify the three vacua. Namely, the first valley is one vacuum which is connected by the Goldstone
boson shift. The second valley looks like another valley but it is the same as first valley, except that there must arise
a cosmological domain wall between them.
Another way to look at Fig. 2 is that in the first valley three vacua (red, white, and yellow bullets) are connected
by the flat (Goldstone boson) direction, and there is no wall between them. Thus, they are identical.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have shown that the string compactifications with an anomalous U(1) gauge symmetry can lead to a cosmolog-
ically desirable QCD axion with mass around 10−5 − 10−4 eV. The VEV of the singlet in the σMSSM can be closer
to the GUT scale but the domain wall problem must be resolved within this scheme. In fact, the longitudinal degree
7of the anomalous gauge boson identifies the seemingly different vacua and the physical domain wall number of aΓ is
NDW(aΓ) = 1, allowing fΓ ≃ 1011 GeV by the VEV of σ.
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